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The show begins with a Naturalist,
acting like a showman of a strange circus
to introduce with, a chilling humor, a new
zoological species : The Verfügbar.
Throughout the three acts, the living specimens, on which his demonstration is based,
are going to rebel and free themselves from
this Naturalist.
While singing and acting on stage, the
Verfügbars are telling their stories to the
public and by doing so they are sharing with
them their distress but also their hopes, their
need to stick together and face the horror.

Enfers (1944)

On the 21st October 1943, Germaine
Tillion was deported to Ravensbrück, for act of
resistance.
With
her
comrades,
they
refused
to participate to the nazi war effort.
They made the choice to be classified as
Verfügbar (which means Available in German).
Those deported, who couldn’t or wouldn’t
work for the nazis had to do the most horrid,
painful and humiliating works in the camp.
In October
1944, thanks to her
comrades’ solidarity, and despite the fact that
writing is punishable by death, Germaine
Tillion is taking all her strength and
courage to write anyway, hidden in a box.
She is persuaded that the humor and the
understanding of the camp’s universe are the last
defense against dehumanization. That is why she
describes, in an operetta without concession, the
living conditions of the deportees.

On November 2016, in a desire to transmit
this momentum of resistance, Les Souffleuses de
Chaos staged, for the first time in Belgium, this
satirical operetta.
Four actresses are singing and dancing to
challenge death and barbarism. Between music,
theater and puppets, this multidisciplinary
show confronts the industry of death from the
concentration systems with energy of life and
poetry.

This text was, for Germaine Tillion, an ultimate attempt to give her
comrades what they needed to survive : laughter, hope and courage.
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The Show
A comic fiction can convey the truth of an appalling reality.
Claire Andrieu

Enfers is driven by the

those dreadfull experiences perceptible without

the dramaturgical engine and aesthetic of the

The distribution is exclusively feminine and

Le

Verfügbar

aux

duality between poetry and barbarism which is

the need to imitate it.

staging.

highlights the relationship between the crowd

of the right distance that the artists have to put

need for a community of solidarity against

To stage this testimony is asking the question

and the individual, it also emphasizes the vital

in the interpretation of this traumatic memory.

all forms of oppression. The staging is thus

The actresses remain in balance between the

constructed in the exact opposite of the process

incarnation of a character and the restraint of a

of Nazi dehumanization. From the Choir, an

spokesperson.

undifferentiated mass, are gradually detached

Thanks to a body work close to dance, we free

individualized figures which constitute a solidarity

ourselves from the obligations of realism. Inspired

group.

by concentrationary art (pictorial and literary),

we create an allegorical gestus of experiences
lived by deported, such as cold or hunger, making

Garder les yeux ouverts impose des efforts,
ébranle nos certitudes confortables.
Marie-José Chombart De Lauwe, déportée à Ravensbrück
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The scenography reflects the imagination of the Verfügbar : a fairground cabaret where remains the

concentration camp universe.

Inspired by human zoos and monster fairs in the nineteenth and twentieth century, the visual universe

of the show offers an Ode to a humbled and humiliated Humanity, in all its complexity and difference.

Auschwitz est là, inaltérable,
précis,
mais enveloppé dans la peau de la
mémoire,
peau étanche qui l'isole de mon
moi actuel. Je vis dans un être
double.
Charlotte Delbo

To represent the deportees with realism would have been impossible on a stage. That is why the choice

of puppets ( 1m20 tall Dolls, hand painted) has been made. Those are the only scenic element, visually

representative of the deportees. They materialize the bodily effects of deportation and free the actresses
from any representative need. They allow coexistence between the emaciated body (the puppet) and the

healthy body (the actress). The puppet-actress couple becomes an entity in itself that allows the support
of the memory of another.

The musical work highlights the difficulty of testifying, difficulty felt by the deportees on their return.

Going from the spoken to the sung, makes it possible to say and to make the inexpressible heard. It
questions the limits of language but also our ability to listen to these testimonials.

Germaine Tillion chooses the form of the operetta and by doing

so she revives a tradition of impertinence and transgression. Through

lightness and music, she is mocking her guardians and claims a cultural
identity directly threatened by the Nazi regime.

The instrumentation is intentionally minimal so that the song becomes

the musical engine. The musical score is an original composition of
Simon Besème inspired by vintage tunes, gypsy jazz and electro
music. The actresses perform the singing and musical parts live.
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